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Abstract
Shear flow instabilities, such as Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, occurring on the 
Earth’s magnetospheric flanks may cause fast magnetosonic wave modes to prop­
agate through the non-homogeneous environment of the Earth’s magnetospheric 
cavity. The non-uniformity in this plasma environment means the fast wave mode 
couples to a standing Alfvén wave mode along a closed fleld line in the magneto­
sphere with natural frequency equal to the fast wave frequency.
The one-dimensional hydromagnetic box model of Southwood (1974), which treats 
the Earth’s magnetic fleld as a set of straight fleld lines between two ionospheric 
boundaries which are not perfectly reflecting, is used to model the resonance. There 
is a finite height-integrated Pedersen conductivity, Ep, at the boundaries of the one­
dimensional box which is responsible for the damping of the fleld line resonance.
The coupling process between the fast and Alfvén modes is represented by a simple 
harmonic oscillator equation driven by a time-dependent function representing the 
fast mode azimuthal pressure gradient, Wright (1992a,b). A fourth-order Runge- 
Kutta numerical integration technique is used to obtain the solution to the simple 
harmonic oscillation. These numerical routines are verified using analytically de­
rived solutions for a test case of a simple driving function d{t) = Dsin(wdt).
Following this test of the numerical routines, realistic driving functions from Wright 
et al (2002), which represent convectively unstable fast wave modes propagating 
through the magnetospheric cavity as a result of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability oc­
curring on the flanks of the magnetosphere, are used to drive the simple harmonic 
system. Four different unstable drivers are used, these being the fundamental and 
the second harmonic mode for two different values of azimuthal coordinate. For all 
four drivers clear resonance characteristics emerged, suggesting these may drive fleld 
line resonances in the Earth’s magnetosphere.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 M agneto-hydrodynam ics and th e E arth’s M ag
netosphere
Ionized plasma composes many different astrophysical environments from dense, hot 
stellar interiors to cool, diffuse interplanetary space. There are two widely accepted 
models of the plasma state, one on a microscopic scale and another on a macroscopic 
scale. Each description has its place in terms of its application. The microscopic de­
scription is the most rigorous and complete and involves the appropriate Boltzmann 
distribution functions for electrons and ion species in the plasma. Whereas a useful 
approximation of plasma on a macroscopic scale is formulated in terms of average 
quantities such as density, pressure, temperature and velocity. These describe the 
general behaviour of the system and treat the plasma as a fluid. In principle a fluid 
is a certain number of particles which stay together for some time, these particles 
move together and have the same behaviour and in this case it makes sense to use av­
erage quantities. This fluid description of a plasma is essential in most astrophysical 
studies as a complete microscopic picture of an event in space is totally unobtainable.
A magnetised plasma such as that found in the Earth’s magnetosphere is treated 
using the magnetohydrodynamic approximation usually abbreviated to MHD (for
a historical review see Gold (1997), and Gillmor (1997)). A diffuse plasma can be 
treated using a fluid approximation, or hydrodynamics if the characteristic length 
scales of the phenomena observed or modelled are much greater than the mean free 
path or the ion gyroradius, and the characteristic timescales are much greater than 
the collision frequency in the plasma. This may not be the case in some astrophys­
ical plasmas, for example in the Earth’s magnetosphere. However the fluid model 
can still be used since charged particles are spiralling around lines of force and are 
conflned perpendicular to the magnetic fleld. In this case the gyration radius is much 
less than the dimensions of the system in question and magneto-hydrodynamics can 
be used to describe the Sun’s atmosphere and the Earth’s magnetosphere.
The Earth’s magnetosphere is formed because the Earth has a magnetic fleld, gener­
ated from a complex dynamo acton in the iron-nickel molten outer core of the Earth. 
Stars such as the Sun also have a magnetosphere, a very strong magnetic fleld which 
extends far out into space, this is the heliosphere and interplanetary magnetic fleld 
(IMF). This IMF has a great deal of influence on the Earth and other planets. Im­
portantly, interplanetary space is not completely void of matter, the presence of 
matter in the almost vacuous region between the Sun and its orbiting planets was 
observed by Biermann (1951). He pointed out that comet tails of type 1 indicate the 
existence of a diffuse medium in which the comet is travelling. Not only is the comet 
moving, but the interplanetary plasma has a high velocity as it moves outwards from 
the Sun. This effect known as the solar wind was discovered by Parker (1958). This 
highly magnetised moving plasma is actually a part of the Sun’s outer atmosphere 
and exerts its influence on planetary magnetic flelds. Planetary magnetic flelds such 
as that of the Earth can be thought of as being embedded in the Solar magnetic fleld.
The connection between the Sun and the Earth is of importance in the study of 
magnetospheric physics because the events on the Sun are transmitted by the solar 
wind through space to the Earth. For a general review of the solar wind’s inter­
action with the Earth’s magnetic fleld, see Parker (1997). The Earth’s magnetic
field can be approximated by a dipolar field aligned with the rotation of the Earth. 
The Earth’s magnetic field acts as a buffer between the solar wind and the Earth’s 
surface. There is much evidence of solar terrestrial connections such as geomag­
netic storms, these are often accompanied by other effects such as aurora and radio 
blackouts. For more information on magnetic storms and their effect on the Earth’s 
magnetosphere the reader is referred to Lyons and Williams (1984).
Satellite and space observatories sent into orbit in the 1960s led the way to a new area 
of science although the concept of a geomagnetic cavity was talked about as early 
as 1931 by Chapman and Ferraro. However, the name “magnetosphere”, coined 
by Gold, came much later. The Earth’s magnetosphere is the region “above the 
ionosphere in which the magnetic field of the Earth has a dominant control over the 
motion of gas and fast charged particles”. Gold (1959).
It is not only the Earth which has a magnetosphere, the term magnetosphere can 
be applied to another compact object, such as a star or a planet, and is a relatively 
self-contained region in space whose global topology is organised by the magnetic 
field of the parent object. Baker (1997). The structure and phenomena observed 
in studies of the Earth’s magnetosphere may be of much importance in gaining an 
understanding of other planetary magnetospheres and the effects of the Sun on all 
planets.
1.2 M orphology of th e  E arth’s M agnetosphere
The interaction between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic field generates the 
known structure of the Earth’s magnetosphere. During the last forty years highly 
sensitive magnetometers carried in spacecraft allowed the mapping of a great deal of 
structures in the Earth’s magnetosphere. This section is a brief outline of the better 
understood features of the magnetosphere, for a more detailed review see Vasyliunas 
(1983), or Southwood (1985).
Figure 1.1: Cut-away schematic diagram of the Earth’s magnetosphere, from
http; /  /  rubble.phys.ualberta.ca/~doug/G221 /MagLecs/magneto.html
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The supersonic solar wind plasma, flowing outwards from the Sun, conflnes and dis­
torts the terrestrial magnetic field into a cavity with a long tail extending away from 
the Sun. This is the magnetosphere and is generated because the Earth’s magnetic 
dipole field acts as an obstacle in the path of the solar wind. A structure known 
as the bow shock is formed when the supersonic solar wind is slowed and diverted 
around the magnetosphere. The plasma is heated, compressed and becomes tur­
bulent and subsonic after passing the bow shock. This turbulent shocked plasma 
flowing around the magnetosphere is known as the magnetosheath.
However, the magnetic field present in the magnetosheath is still directionally aligned
with the solar magnetic field. By definition the magnetosphere is the region where 
the Earth’s magnetic field is the dominant magnetic force over the plasma confined 
within it. This would imply a boundary area where the magnetic field changes 
direction. The magnetic field changes alignment from the solar magnetic field to 
terrestrial magnetic field; that boundary is the magnetopause.
The magnetopause moves very rapidly in response to solar wind and magnetospheric 
perturbations in pressure. It has been suggested that a Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil­
ity occurs along the magnetopause; see Southwood (1974), Southwood and Hughes 
(1983), Chen and Hasegawa (1974), Mills et al. (1999), for the effect such an instabil­
ity will have on the magnetospheric cavity. Although the solar wind is quite variable 
due to solar events such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections or CMEs and both 
of these are related to geomagnetic storms. The process of magnetic reconnection 
in the magnetosphere is sensitively dependent on the magnetic field orientation of 
the solar wind. There are two main regions where reconnection occurs, one between 
the Earth and the Sun, the dayside magnetopause, and another in the magnetotail. 
A geomagnetic storm may induce plasmoid formation in the magnetotail, see fig­
ure (1.1).
The solar wind creates a deviation of the dayside magnetosphere from the expected 
dipolar geometry of a single magnetic dipole. The early magnetospheric model 
postulated by Chapman and Ferraro, known as the closed magnetosphere strictly 
enforced the magnetohydrodynamic law of “frozen-in-fiux”. Yet the open model 
proposed by Dungey (1961), allows the breakdown of frozen-in flow at the dayside 
magnetopause, and in the magnetotail, leading to the occurrence of magnetic field 
line reconnection. (Refer to Cowley (1993) for an overview of Dungey’s magneto­
spheric model, and Dungey (1994).) Chapman and Ferraro’s closed model disallowed 
the entering of solar plasma into the magnetosphere, treating it as completely sep­
arate closed entity. The C-F model may be a useful first approximation; however, 
there are some important extra features incorporated in the open model. Dungey’s
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open model predicted a neutral point, or line on the dayside of the magnetosphere 
where magnetic energy is released to the plasma, and another neutral point in the 
magnetotail. This model explains the entry and behaviour of solar particles in the 
magnetotail and polar caps and geomagnetic activity induced by the solar wind ve­
locity and the magnitude and direction of the interplanetary magnetic field. The 
variations in size of the magnetospheric polar cap, position of the polar cusp, field 
strength in the magnetotail and magnetosheath structure are understood using the 
open model.
There is another structure at which solar wind plasma may enter the magnetosphere. 
It is known as the cusp, the polar cusp, the dayside cusp or the magnetospheric cleft. 
Plasma from the solar wind may enter the magnetosphere at the polar regions where 
the magnetospheric field lines extend into space, rather than being strictly confined 
to the Earth. When a drawing of the magnetic field lines is made this structure is 
seen to have a funnel-like geometry, with the plasma entering the magnetosphere 
suffering a magnetic mirror force at some distance into the funnel. The plasma 
densities and temperatures inside the cusp are slightly higher than those of the so­
lar wind, comparable to those in the magnetosheath. The particles are then swept 
downstream into the plasma mantle, which lies just inside the magnetopause in the 
magnetotail.
Further downstream, the plasma mantle is restricted from reaching infinitely into 
interplanetary space by the solar magnetic field. In fact, the northern and southern 
field lines of the plasma mantle will intersect at some point on the magnetotail lobe. 
This will be the downstream reconnection point. This forms a new region of highly 
heated plasma called the plasma sheet, which extends away from the magnetotail 
reconnection site. There is also a region known as the current sheet, which may 
coincide with the plasma sheet. The current sheet exists simply because there are 
oppositely directed magnetic field lines on the northern and southern sides of the 
magnetotail.
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The magnetopause boundary is readily influenced by magnetic field fluctuations, yet 
it is not a sharply defined boundary. The magnetosphere and the magnetosheath 
may blend in many cases forcing the magnetopause to become more of a bound­
ary layer. However, the plasma populations on each side of the magnetospheric 
boundary are greatly different. The chemical composition of the magnetosphere, 
unlike that of the solar wind, has a significant heavy ion component. The source of 
these ions, for example, oxygen is from the lower ionosphere. The ionosphere is the 
region directly below the magnetosphere, between the Earth’s atmosphere and the 
magnetosphere; it is formed by ultra violet radiation from the Sun ionising atoms 
in the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Oxygen ions are rarely found in the solar wind 
yet they are in great abundance in the ionosphere, hence the magnetospheric oxy­
gen ions must come from the ionosphere. These magnetospheric oxygen ions, and 
other heavy ions are much less energetic than those ions in the magnetosphere that 
originate in the solar wind.
Just above the low-latitude ionosphere is the plasmasphere, the plasma population 
here has its origins in the ionosphere and in some respects can be seen as just an 
extension to the ionosphere. This inner magnetospheric structure has its magnetic 
flux tubes fully connected to the Earth as opposed to the region just outside it, 
which has field lines carried out to distant regions of the magnetosphere or inter­
planetary space. There is a sharply defined boundary between these regions, the 
plasmapause. Across this plasmapause boundary there is a distinct drop in plasma 
density as closed confining magnetic field lines are opened up. The particles in the 
plasmasphere rotate with the Earth, however, outside this there is a certain drag on 
the cavity caused by the solar wind.
The interface between the plasmasphere and the plasmasheet form a region called 
the ring current. As its name would suggest, there are significant electric currents 
observed in this complex region. These magnetic disturbances associated with the
12
ring current are generally observable on Earth. For more details on the interac­
tions between the ring current, the plasmasphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere 
the reader is referred to the review by Wolf (1983).
This general overview of the most well known features of the Earth’s magnetosphere 
is necessary to understand the model of the magnetosphere used in this thesis and 
the very similar model used in the paper by Mann and Wright (1999).
1.3 M agneto-hydrodynam ic Equations
A mathematical study of the Earth’s magnetosphere begins from a number of fun­
damental electromagnetic equations. This section will describe the equations of 
magneto-hydrodynamics MHD used to understand a highly magnetised, low density 
plasma such as that found in the magnetosphere.
The Maxwell Equations of electromagnetism are
V -E  =  ^  (1.1)
V X E = ( 1 -^)
V 'B  = 0 (1.3)
V x B  =  jUoJ +  (I-4)
where t is time, B is the magnetic field, J  is the current density, E is the electric 
field, pc is the charge density, eo is the permittivity of free space and po is the mag­
netic permeability in a vacuum.
The ideal hydromagnetic form of Ohm’s Law is
E = - u  X B (1.5)
where u is the plasma velocity.
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In MHD it is assumed that the electromagnetic variations are non-relativistic or 
’quasi-steady’. Hence u << c, where c = is the speed of light in a vacuum. 
Consequently, the term from Equation (1.4) can be neglected, as it is much
smaller than the other terms in Equation (1.4).
Equation (1.1) describes electric fields therefore it is not required in MHD. The 
remaining three of Maxwell’s equations become
V x E  = - f  (1.6)
V - B  = 0 (1.7)
V x B  = pqJ  (1.8)
Combining equations (1.6), and (1.5) to eliminate E, the induction equation is
^  =  V X (u X B) (1.9)
The motion of the plasma is governed by the equation of motion or the momentum 
equation, which is essentially just Newton’s Second Law of Motion. The momentum 
equation in a cold plasma is
=  J X B ( 1 -1 0 )
^  =  ^  +  (u-V)u (1.11)
where po is the ambient density of the plasma, and D /D t  is the convective time 
derivative, the derivative taken in the frame moving with the plasma. It is assumed 
that the Lorentz force J  x B is the dominant force, therefore the gravitational force, 
and other small forces have been neglected from equation (1.10).
The mass continuity equation is
^  +  V • (pou) =  0 (1.12)
and describes the physical law which states that matter cannot be created or de­
stroyed.
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These magneto-hydrodynamic equations can be used to describe linear oscillations 
in a plasma. Consider a stationary plasma in equilibrium, there is no change to 
the density po> of the plasma, and the plasma pressure P  =  0. Let the background 
magnetic field be P  =  P qZ- If the system is perturbed from its equilibrium and 
the disturbance is of a suitably small amplitude, the displacement is assumed to be 
linear. The parameters describing the displacement from equilibrium are denoted 
by the subscript 1.
B = P qz +  B i (1.13)
p = Po +  Pi (L14)
11 =  111 (1.15)
These quantities are substituted into equations (1.9), (1.10) and (1.12). Squares and
products of the small terms are neglected to give the linearised system of equations.
^  =  V X ( u i  X Bo) (1.16)
^ + V - ( p o U i )  =  0 (1.17)
=  (V X B i) X ^  (1.18)
O t  P o
This set of linearised MHD equations can be used to find normal mode solutions 
to a magnetic wave propagation in a cold plasma. However an explanation of the 
different wave modes which may propagate in the magnetosphere is required.
1.4 M agneto-hydrodynam ic W aves
The Alfvén wave is a magneto-hydrodynamic wave driven by tension forces. There 
are no pressure or density variations involved and the wave propagates in the direc­
tion of the magnetic field. The dispersion relation of the Alfvén wave is (assuming 
it is a plane wave in the media)
— V^k‘^ cos  ^9 (1.19)
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where Va = — 2-  (1 .20)
k is the wavenumber vector, w is the frequency of the wave. Va is the Alfvén speed 
in the plasma, and 9 is the angle which the vector k makes with the equilibruim 
magnetic field Bq.
For a derivation of magnetic wave mode dispersion relations refer to Lighthill (1960) 
and Roberts (1985).
There are two types of magnetoacoustic (or magnetosonic) MHD wave modes, the 
slow wave and the fast wave. These wave modes are called magnetoacoustic as 
they are analogous to sound waves in the sense that they involve pressure and 
density variations. Both of these wave modes are driven by magnetic tension and 
pressure forces. From this point onwards the slow wave will be neglected as it 
does not propagate in a cold plasma (Pq =  0). An important property of the fast 
magnetoacoustic wave mode is that it propagates in an isotropic manner. The fast 
mode is induced by many different mechnisms, which will be described later on. The 
fast mode dispersion relation is
(1.21)
where Va = \
R2
— ^  (1.22)
PoPo
assuming Pq = 0.
In the magnetospheric cavity fast magnetosonic waves will couple with the Alfvén 
wave. This is a property of the inhomogeneity of the plasma environment, Wright 
(1994a). The review by Wright (1994b), presents the theory of MHD waves in the 
magnetosphere and the basic coupling process between the fast and Alfvén modes. 
Energy from the fast wave mode is transmitted to the Alfvén mode when the fre­
quencies of the fast wave mode equal that of the natural Alfvén frequency on a 
particular field line. Hence the fast mode drives an Alfvén resonance on a field line
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known as a field line resonance.
Mann and Wright (1999), provides insight into the causes of pulsation phenomena 
such as field line resonances. It examines the origin of the waveguide mode field line 
resonances. These may be caused by solar wind discontinuities, by continual random 
buffeting of the magnetopause, by the growth of shear flow instabilities on the mag­
netopause, or by over-reflection of waveguide modes at the (unstable) magnetopause. 
The paper is a diagnostic study of field line resonances and Pc5 pulsations, and a 
waveguide model of the magnetosphere is used in which waveguide modes stand be­
tween an outer magnetospheric boundary and an inner turning point and quantized 
wave modes are excited at harmonic frequencies of the waveguide. On the dawn 
and dusk flanks of the magnetosphere the magnetopause boundary may become 
perfectly reflecting, this will occur closer to the point of local noon for higher solar 
wind speeds. Tailward of this the flanks of the magnetosphere can be over-reflecting 
and excite waveguide modes of the magnetospheric cavity. These waveguide modes
may act as a coherent driver of field line resonances, Southwood and Kivelson (1985).
In an ideal cold plasma, the field line resonance is driven by the perturbed magnetic 
pressure gradients aligned with the Alfvén wave fields, see Wright (1992a,b). This 
paper also shows how the coupling process between the fast and Alfvén modes can 
be represented by a simple harmonic oscillator equation driven by a time-dependent 
function representing the fast mode pressure perturbation. It shows that no matter 
what the excitation mechanism of the Alfvén waves is, whether it is a solar wind 
discontinuity or a magnetopause instability, the fast wave can be generally repre­
sented by the driving function in the simple harmonic oscillator equation, given in 
Equation (13) in the paper Wright (1992a).
Equation (13) Wright (1992a) is
=  (1.23)
n =  l,2,3,--- (1.24)
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where Cn{t) is the driving function, ^  is the azimuthal coordinate, cupn is the natural 
frequency of the n*^ ’ azimuthal Alfvén wave harmonic, and a^n are the set of coeffi­
cients assigned to each harmonic giving the amplitude of the mode of oscillation on 
a particular field line. The set of coefficients a^n can be chosen to represent either 
the displacement ^ or the velocity « of a standing Alfvén wave mode on a partic­
ular field line. The simple harmonic oscillator equation can be solved to find ^ or 
u for resonant or off-resonant frequencies and this shows how a magnetic pulsation 
is established in the magnetosphere. However, the analysis in the paper by Wright 
(1992a), (Equation (1.23)) corresponds to the undamped harmonic oscillator equa­
tion. Without damping the oscillation amplitude becomes so large it will violate 
the initial linearisation of the MHD equations. In our calculation this is avoided by 
adding ionospheric dissipation. This can simply be included as a damping term in 
the simple harmonic oscillator equation. Chapter 2 will deal with the analytical and 
numerical solutions to the damped simple harmonic oscillator equation.
1.5 M odel o f th e  M agnetospheric Cavity - The  
O ne-D im ensional H ydrom agnetic B ox M odel
For the study of standing Alfvén wave modes excited by a fast mode driving function 
it is important to outline the magnetospheric model. The one-dimensional hydro- 
magnetic box model is used, see Southwood (1974). This visualises the Earth’s 
magnetic dipole field as a set of straight field lines between two ionospheric bound­
aries. The curved field lines are straightened out to form a box between the northern 
and southern ionospheres. All magnetic field lines are assumed to be the same length 
in this model. The variation in natural frequency of oscillation from one field line 
to another resulting from the difference in length in the real magnetosphere, can 
be included via the density variation p(x). The x coordinate is directed radially 
outwards from the Earth.
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Figure 1.2: The 1-D hydromagnetic box model of the magnetosphere
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Following the analysis found in the paper by Southwood (1974), and Wright and 
Allan (1996), normal mode solutions to the cold linearised MHD equations in the 
one-dimensional box model are sought. The perturbations have a dependence on 
time t, and on the azimuthal coordinate y directed around the Earth. The pertur­
bations are of the form
exp i{kyy — ujt) (1.25)
between the two ionospheric boundaries of the box 
are expressed as
Ux cos{kzz) (1.26)
Uy ~  cos{kzz) (1.27)
bx ~  sin(/ûgz) (1.28)
by ~  sm{kzz) (1.29)
bz ^  cos{kzz) (1.30)
The linearised MHD equations from the Wright and Allan (1996) paper written in
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Fourier coefficients are
—iiüUx — ~  (1.31)
y2
—iojUy =  i^ kzby — ikybz) (1.32)
—iojbx =  —Bk^Ux ij^^bx (1.33)
—icjby = —BkzUy +  ‘qS/'^by (1.34)
- iu b , = - B \ ^  + ikyuA+rf7^b^ (1.35)
where
^  ~ (1-36)
1/2 == ---^^-1- (1.37)IXqP{x)
(In Wright and Allan’s notation, B  is the background magnetic field.)
The magnetic diffusivity is q and the electrical conductivity within the body of the 
plasma is a, related by
v = —  (1.38)Hoa
The magnetic diffusivity q within the magnetospheric cavity can be neglected as
the resistivity within the plasma is much less than the (highly resistive) ionospheric
boundaries.
Without diffusivity equations (1.31) to (1.35) become
—iüJUx = (1.39)
— ibJUy =
1/2
—  {kzby — ikybz) (1.40)
—itobx = BkzUx (1.41)
~iu)by = -BkzUy (1.42)
—iujbz = (1.43)
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An important difference between this magnetospheric model and the model in Mann 
(1995) is that the ionospheric boundaries are not perfectly reflecting. There is a fi­
nite height-integrated Pedersen conductivity Ep at the boundaries of the box which 
is responsible for the damping of the standing Alfvén waves.
The magnetic diffusivity is set to zero in the magnetospheric model and the damp­
ing term is included in the wavenumber kz which represents the dissipation in the
ionosphere.
kz ~  kzr +  ikzi (1.44)
Following Wright and Allan (1996) we arrive at the following equation for displace­
ment gz
+ - J —  . ! ^  =  0 (1.45)
dX^ X ~ i  dX  ^ ’
where X  is the dimensionless scaled variable
== (i.46)
I I -----------
kzr \doj\/dx
The displacement in the azimuthal direction is we have
& =  W ^ G (% ) (1.48)
G{X) =  ln(% -  i) (1.49)
i d^x 
kySg dXfx =  r A  • ^  (1.50)
kySs
X - iF(X)  =  (1.52)
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where (j) is the phase of the solution. (Note that F{X) and G{X) are the counter­
parts of the F  and G functions in Goossens et al. (1995).)
Equation (1.51) is the analytical solution for toroidal oscillation in the one-dimensional 
magnetospheric box model found by Southwood (1974). The above equations corre­
spond to a solution that is oscillating in time - i.e. a normal mode. This solution will 
serve as a useful check of our time-dependent numerical solution to (1.23) since a 
steady harmonic driver should asymptote to (1.48) and (1.51) if there is dissipation 
present.
1.6 M otivation Behind This W ork and Outline of 
th e Thesis
Previous magnetospheric studies have looked at the excitation mechanisms govern­
ing energy transfer from fast wave mode to standing Alfvén wave modes in the 
Earth’s magnetospheric cavity. Newton et al. (1978) is a numerical study using 
dipolar geometry The fast mode excitation mechanism is not examined
here, it is assumed that fast modes are propagating through the magnetospheric 
cavity, it is only the Alfvén excitation that is of interest.
Previous work done by Mann (1995) used the one dimensional box model with per­
fectly reflecting ionospheric boundaries; however a more realistic model is used here 
including ionospheric dissipation.
Prom Wright (1992a,b) we know that the coupling process between the fast and 
Alfvén modes can be represented as a simple harmonic oscillator equation driven 
by a time-dependent function representing the fast mode velocity (or displacement). 
Analytical and numerical solutions to the simple harmonic oscillator equation are 
found for a number of damping conditions and for different drivers. Firstly, the 
numerical techniques for a simple sinusoidal driver are tested against the analytical
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results. Following these tests, more complicated yet more realistic driving functions 
are used to find numerical solutions of the harmonic oscillator problem. The paper 
by Wright et al. (2002) is used to reproduce accurate wavepacket structures of the 
fast wave oscillations inside the magnetospheric cavity, induced by high solar wind 
speeds. These realistic wavepackets are used to drive the simple harmonic oscilla­
tions.
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Chapter 2
The Simple Harmonic Oscillator
The Alfvén resonance in the magnetosphere is similar to a harmonic oscillation. This 
is shown in Equation (13) of Wright (1992a), as discussed at the end of section 1.4.
=  Cn{t) (2.1)
n =  1,2,3, • • •
In the magnetospheric model including a small finite ionospheric damping, described 
in the previous chapter, the Alfvén resonance can be modelled using a damped har­
monic oscillator equation driven by a time dependent driving function. This could 
be accomplished by letting in Equation (2.1) be complex, although, we prefer to 
work with the alternative formulation using real quantities, for the numerical study 
we adopt the form shown in Equation (2,28).
This chapter is divided into four sections. Each section contains the analytical 
solution to an equation describing an oscillating system. Beginning with a freely 
oscillating system, the four sections build in complexity, the most general case is 
described in section 2.4. This structure was chosen as each derived solution can be 
used to recover the previous result.
The four sections are:
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2.1 Free Oscillations
2.2 Resonantly Driven Ideal Solution
2.3 Off Resonance Driven Oscillations
2.4 The Damped Harmonic Oscillator
2.1 Free O scillations
A damped simple harmonic oscillation has the general form
=  damping force (2.3)
Cx = spring force (2.4)
Also, refer to Newton et al. (1978) which describes the behaviour of a simple har­
monic oscillation in dipolar geometry. More generally see Kittel et al. (1973) for
properties of a simple harmonic oscillation.
The solution is a damped sinusoidal oscillation, of frequency uj and phase ip. Damp­
ing is represented by a term exponentially decaying in time,
X  —  A e ~ ^ ^  s m { u } t  4-  t/> ) (2.5)
is one way to write the general solution. To find ^  and w in terms of the constants 
in equation (2.2), m, 6, and C, the first and second derivatives of equation (2.5) are 
found.
~  =  ~l3Ae +  V’) +  wAe cos{u)t 4- ip) (2.6)
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sin(wt + -0) — 2^ojAe~^^ cos(wt + ip)
+ sin(a;i + 0) (2.7)
and substituted back into equation (2.2), we have
[jS'^m — (J^m — /?6 + C]Ae~^^ sin(wt +  ip)
+ [büü — 2mw/?] cos (cut + 0) =  0 (2.8)
The coefficients in square brackets must equal zero for equation (2.8) to be satisfied 
for all values of t:
— uFm ~ pb-\-C — 0
biO — 2mu)^ = 0 ;
therefore
w" =  (2.10)m
and equation (2.5) becomes
X = Ae sin ( j c / m  —  ^ t + 0^ (2.11)
This is the solution to equation (2.2).
In order to find the solution to the equation
^  +  2 ^ ^ + o;^ m =  0 , (2.12)
the undriven damped Alfvén wave equation mentioned previously, the substitutions
m = 1 (2.13)
b =  2/? (2.14)
C = cUq (2.15)
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can be used with the solution, equation (2.11). We have
u Ae ^*sin +  0^ (2.16)
UJr = \/wg -  /5^  (2.17)
u = Ae~^^sin(cu,.t +  0) (2.18)
This is the solution to equation (2.12). Other equivalent solutions to equation (2.12) 
are
u =  (Ai cos LJrt +  A 2 sin w t^) (2.19)
M ( i l 4-^26-^'*) (2.20)
If there is only small damping present in the system then cuq > /?^  , and the natural 
frequency of the system, wo is greater than the damping decrement /3. An expression 
to describe the behaviour of a system with no damping force can be found in one of
two ways, either by setting P to zero in equation (2.12), or by finding the limit as
p 0 from one of the damped solutions, (2.18), (2.19), (2.20).
1Î P Oy equation (2.18) becomes
u — A  sin(wo  ^4- 0) (2.21)
which describes a freely oscillating undamped system.
Another approach to the freely oscillating damped harmonic oscillator is to represent 
the frequency as a complex quantity. The following equation is essentially the same 
as equation (2.12).
=  0 (2.22)
CUyi =  UJr 4" iUJi (2 .2 3 )
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In this case, the solution is
tt == +  (2.24:)
In a dissipative system u will not become infinitely large at large times, therefore
the term in can be removed from the solution by setting the constant A2 =  0 in 
equation (2.24). The solution to equation (2.22) is then
w =  . (2.26)
Further discussion on this topic will be included later, but it should be noted that 
the imaginary part of equation (2.25) is equivalent to the expression for u in equa­
tion (2.18). The relation between the two is
P = cüi (2.26)
=> cuq = Wy +  (jjf (2.27)
The damping is described by the imaginary part of the complex frequency cu^ .
2.2 R esonantly D riven Ideal Solution
A simple harmonic system will oscillate at its resonant frequency after an initial 
displacement from equilibrium. This was the case in section 2.1, however, when a 
disturbance is applied to the system over a longer time period the resonant oscil­
lation frequency may not necessarily dominate, and there may be another driving 
force frequency applied to the system which becomes the dominant frequency of 
oscillation. This section describes what happens to a non-damped system driven by 
some function, the driving function.
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The freely oscillating system becomes an non-homogeneous equation, with the driv­
ing function d{t) creating the inhomogeneity:
+  2/^-^ + u)qU = d{t) (2.28)
For this analysis the driving function is defined as follows
 ^ Dsinojdt t > 0
Therefore, the damped simple harmonic oscillator equation with applied driving 
force is
^  + 2 P ~ -h  =  D sinuJdt (2.29)
However, in the first instance, a driven oscillation with no damping is considered. 
Here /? the damping decrement is set to zero.
From section 2.1 the resonant frequency uJr was derived in terms of the natural 
frequency wq and damping decrement, i.e.
=  (2.30)
Where there is no damping, we have /? =  0 and =  Wo, and the simple harmonic 
oscillator equation becomes
^  +  bolu =  D sin LOdt (2.31)dF
For the remainder of section 2.2, the case where the resonant frequency and driving
frequencies are equal is examined to find a solution to the resonantly driven ideal
oscillator equation. Here the resonant frequency equals the driving frequency,
cu,. = Wd =  cuo (2.32)
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The resonantly driven oscillator equation is
(Pu
^^2 d- uj“^u — D sin UJdt (2.33)
The general solution is the sum of the homogeneous solution, equation (2.19), from 
section 2.1, plus a particular integral.
Ucf = Ai cos LOdt +  A 2 sin ujdt (2.34)
Upi = Ct cos UJdt (2.35)
The derivatives of the particular integral are
= C cos ujdt — Ctujd sin codt (2.36)dt
—^  — —2ujdCsmujdt — Ctuj^ cosUJdt (2.37)dt^
Equation (2.37) and (2.35) are substituted back into the oscillator equation (2.33) 
to find the constant C:
c  =  - - 4  , (2.38)
lUJd
and so
Dt
Ur COS ujdt (2.39)2wd
The general solution to the undamped simple harmonic oscillator driven at the 
resonant frequency is
Dtu = Ucf + Upi = Ai cos ujdt + A 2 sin — -— cos uJdt (2.40)2iUJd
The last step is to calculate the constants A\ and A 2 in terms of D. To do this, 
the initial conditions are used. The perturbation and its time derivative are both 
continuous, requiring the initial conditions
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dt
u(0) =  0 (2.41)
=  «'(0) =  0 (2.42)
t=0
Ai =  0 A 2 —
and the full general solution to the undamped resonantly driven oscillator is
u — sin üJdt -  cos Lüdt (2.43)
zojd 2cUd
Note the secular growth oc t of the last term in the above equation indicating 
unbounded growth in time on the resonant field line. This is an unrealistic situation 
for large times as the Alfvén resonance does not grow to infinitely large amplitudes. 
Damping is included in section 2.4 to prevent this.
2.3 Ideal Off-Resonance Driven O scillations
A more complicated scenario is one in which the frequency of the driving function 
does not exactly match that of the resonant frequency. The off-resonance driving 
function is D s i n w h e r e  It is important to note that this system, like
the previous, does not include a damping force. In this section, the solution to the 
equation describing an ideal (undamped) off-resonance driven oscillation is found 
and then a comparison to the solution in section 2.2, the ideal resonantly driven 
oscillation, is made by taking the limit as Wj -4 Wy.
From Equation (2.31) the ideal off-resonance driven oscillator is described by
(Pu—- + uPu — D sin Lüdt qquad. (2.44)dF
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The complementary function is
Ucf = Ai cos cort +  A 2 sin cort (2.45)
The particular integral has the same form as the driving function,
Upi = C sin LJdt 
=  CuJd cos LJdt
=  - C u J d  s i n  uJdt
The constant C is found in the same way as in section 2.2. The particular integral
and its second derivative are substituted into equation (2.44),
—Cwj sin LJdt +  w^C sin tOdt =  D sin LJdt (2.46)
C =   2 (2.47)
Upi = 2 sin ujdt (2.48)w: -  Lji
The general solution is
u — Ai cos LJrt + A 2 sin 4— » 2 siu (2.49)
The initial conditions n(0) =  0 and w'(0) =  0 are used to calculate the remaining 
constants in terms of D.
Ai — 0
oJd D 
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In conclusion, the full undamped solution for the off-resonantly driven simple har­
monic oscillator is
u — OJd D
LJr uj  ^— tot
sin LJrt 4-
D
Lof. — OJdsin LJdt (2.50)
or
Du = , Wd . 'Sin ojdt sin LJrt
LJr
(2.51)
In the limit equation (2.51) should equal equation (2.43). Let tOr =  cud4-a
and find the limit as a; 0:
Du {(Od 4- a)2 -  ojj sin uJdt —OJd-h o: sin(cjd 4-(%)Z
(2.52)
The limit as ck ^  0 is found using l’Hôpital’s Rule, as the above equation is of the 
indeterminate form when the square bracketed term is treated as the numerator.
lima_>o (u) = lima-^oD
sin(u)d +  a)t -  cos(ud +  a)t 
2(wd 4- o;)
^  ^  sin LJdt — t cos LJdt
= D
2oJd
I . tsin LJdt -  -— cos ojdt 2wj 2oJd
(2.53)
So when w,. —)■ oJd
u D ._ o sin oJdt — -— cos oJdt 2w3
tP
2oJd
(2.54)
This is the same as equation (2.43), derived in section 2.2 for the resonantly driven 
field line in the absence of dissipation.
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2.4 The D am ped Harm onic Oscillator
A real physical oscillation will have a finite damping term. This section examines 
the solution to the resonantly driven and off-resonantly driven system under the 
influence of damping.
When /3 7  ^ 0,
dP dt
The solution to the above equation has the form
+ ujju =  d(t) (2.55)
u = Ae sin(wrt +  0) + Upi (2.56)
To find the particular integral, a complex driving function can be used
instead of D sin since
= DsiniOdt (2.57)
If the solution to
^  + uilu =  (2.58)
dP dt
is found, then the real part of this solution is the solution to equation (2.55). 
Assume the particular integral is
u.p%^ (2.59)
because this has the same form as the complex driver 
The derivatives of equation (2.59) are
^  =  (WjCe'""* (2.60)
dt
(2.61)
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These first and second derivatives are substituted into the oscillator equation (2.55) 
and the following expression in terms of C and D is found.
C =
(wq “  tt^ d) + ‘2‘iPoJd
An equivalent expression for C is
^ _  ~iP______ (wp -  OJd) -  ^ -iP{ojl -  w^ ) -  2Po)dP , .
(wo -  wg) +  2 i P o J d  (w§ -  o j I )  -  2 i P 0 J d  (wg -  o j j ) ^  +  A P ^ o j j
The complex conjugate of the denominator is used in such a way as to bring out an 
equivalent expression for C as real and imaginary parts. It follows that the constant 
C can be represented using an exponential function, which can be expressed in terms 
of sines and cosines,
since the right hand side of the above equation has unit magnitude.
The ratio of equations (2.64) and (2.65) gives
2Pud
and will be needed later in this section.
Equation (2.59) for the particular integral becomes
Uy, =  C e -"  =  -  ^  _  ^2)2 +
using the constant P  instead of C,
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Therefore, the full solution to the damped driven harmonic oscillator equation is
u = Ae sin(o;,.t +  0) Dcos{(jJdt + 0)
(W  -
(2.69)
or equivalently
« =  e ^‘(.4icos(w,i) +  A rsin(wri)) -  ,, 2 ^ î a t \ \ Ù^  (^ '^ 0)((w§ -  w )^2 +  '
The initial conditions %^(0) = 0 and w'(0) =  0 are used to determine the constants 
Ai  and A 2 in terms of the driver amplitude, D. Ai  is calculated from w(0) = 0.
D C Q S ( j >Ai =
(M  “  ^dŸ +
1/2 (2.71)
du
dt
Thus
~Pe  ^*(Ai cos cOrt +  A2 sin w t^) +  e *^(— sin +  u)rA2 cos w,.t)
DoJd sm{(jJdt +  0)+ (2.72)
u'(0) =  0 (2.73)
r e q u ir e s
Ac
D
—  COS 0  s in  0
giving
u = D
((^g -  wg):" +
+e“ *^ sin u)rt
e c o s  W;.t c o s  0
P , . i
c o s  0  s m  0
U)r LO't*
— c o s ( w d t  +  0 )  ) ( 2 .7 5 )
(2.74)
To verify that the solution to the driven damped oscillator directly corresponds to 
that of the driven oscillator without damping, the limit as the damping decrement
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^  ^0 is taken and the driven off-resonant solution, w,. /  Wj, becomes apparent.
As —)■ 0, we have
1 (2.76)
cjg -> wg as wg = cug -  (2.77)
The properties of 0 are expressed in equations (2.64), (2.65), and (2.66).
Equation (2.66) becomes
tmi0 =  ! ^ $ ^  (2.78)2pcod
^  tan 0 —)• GO as /3 —)■ 0 (2.79)
note üJr /  OJd (2.80)
ta n 0 —>-oo (2.81)
^  0 (^'^^)
=> cos 0 - ^ 0  (2.83)
=>sin0—>1 (2.84)
and
cos{ojdt 4- tt/2)  =  -  sin(wdt) (2.85)
The limit of Ai and A2 as ^  0 can be found using the above equations.
Ai 0 (2.86)
^ 2  ^  (2-87)OJr 0)^  — Wj
lim«^o(w) = — ^  ^ sinojrt 4- 2 sinw^t (2.88)
 ^  ^  ^ Wr wg -  wg wg -  wj
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This is the undamped off-resonant solution derived previously in equa­
tion (2.51),
The next stage is to recover the undamped resonantly driven solution, equation (2.43) 
from the damped driven oscillator equation (2.55). To do this, the condition that 
LJr -4 LJd is used, then the limit as /? -> 0 is taken, although the order of these two 
limits taken may be reversed.
Therefore for the resonantly driven oscillator
(2.89)
(2.90)
so
tan0 = ^0 ~ ^0 2poJd 2ujd
and
\/(wg -  Ujjf + + 4ujj
The equations (2.71) and (2.74) for Ai and Ag are
Dcos0Ai =
Ao = D P cos 0 — sin 0
/3 ;^S2 +  4wi
Hencé the damped solution driven at the resonant frequency is
u = cos (f> COS (Ujt d" [ —  COS (j) — sin ^ j sin 
\^ <> /
D cos(w^t +  (j>)
(2.91)
(2.92)
(2.93)
(2.94)
(2.95)
,9 A '  +
Prom this equation, the solution in the limit of no damping can easily be found by 
taking the limit as ^ -4- 0.
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The trigonometric identity required to simplify the above solution is 
cos(tUdt F <f>) = cos 0 cos Lüdt — sin 0 sin Udt
and equation (2.96) becomes 
Du = (e -  l)  cos(üjrft +  ^) +  e ^*— sinwytcos<j>
(2.96)
(2.97)
or
u
n _ 1 De~^^
cos{LJdt +  0) 4 sin LJdt cos 0 (2.98)
_ |_  4^2 p + 4wg
The limit as ^ ^  0 is found where the damping is reduced to zero. 
As ^ 0
=A 4- 4wg -4 2(Od 
Prom equation (2.91) we have
tan 0 -4 0
= > 0 - 4  0 
=> cos 0 ^ 1 .
Pinally,
lim^^o (
-  1
can be found using I’Hopital’s rule.
d/dd (e-^* -  l) - t e -  
d/dpiP) ~  1
.. , —
lim^ _).o =  —t
as ;0 —> 0 equation (2.98) is
■—Dt D .
U =  —  c o s  W i t  +  -r— s- s m  W j t2wj 2wj
This agrees with equation (2.43) derived in section 2.2.
(2.99)
(2 .100)
(2 .101)
(2 .102)
(2.103)
(2.104)
(2.105)
(2.106)
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Chapter 3 
Numerical Solutions to the 
Harmonic Oscillator Equation
The analytical results of the harmonic oscillator can be reproduced using numerical !
integration techniques. This chapter is devoted to finding the solution of the damped i
simple harmonic equation numerically, and showing that these numerical results give 
excellent agreement with those obtained analytically. This is shown graphically and i
many expected features of a resonance, such as phase change, become apparent. !
I
I
The main purpose of this chapter is to compare the numerical results with the an- j
I
alytical ones, to prove the accuracy and reliability of the numerical scheme. Once i
this has been established, we can apply more realistic driving functions and study |
the resonant response of the Alfvén waves. i
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3.1 N um erical Solution
The driven, damped harmonic oscillator equation
^  (3-1)
where luq is the natural frequency of oscillation, and iOr is the real frequency of the 
transient y response, can be solved numerically in IDL using a fourth-order Runge- 
Kutta method. More information can be found in the book by Press et al. (1993).
To solve equation (3.1) numerically, it can be written as two first order equations 
for u and
I = “
^  =  —2pü — cugw 4- d{t) (3.3)
The solution to this system of ordinary differential equations is known at a certain 
time, the Runge-Kutta algorithm advances the solution to the next step in the time
series, and so on for the given time period of interest. This results in a numerical
solution to equation (3.1) being determined.
This chapter will concentrate on a test case using the simple sinusoidal driving 
function
d{t) =  sin(t) (3.4)
as this was the driving function used in the analytical chapter.
d{t) =  D sin(wdt) (3.5)
D = 1 (3.6)
iOd = l  (3.7)
The first step is to produce a plot of the velocity u as a function of time t. This is the 
graphical representation of the numerical solution to the aforementioned damped
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harmonie oscillator equation. For example, after the routines are run, a plot de­
scribing the oscillatory nature of velocity, w, can be produced for a selected value of 
natural frequency wp. (The selection of a natural frequency value is equivalent to 
choosing a position æ as wp =  tup(æ), or choosing a specific field line.) Note that the 
imaginary part of the frequency coi — P remains constant and is much less than the 
real frequency, cu* << w,..
In this routine the natural frequency of the oscillation wp is varied between 0 and
2. This can be thought of as moving across the resonant layer of field lines in the
magnetosphere, which have different lengths and Alfvén velocities. The driving fre­
quency has a frequency equal to 1, therefore the resonant field line has =  1. The 
numerical techniques can solve for a range of natural freqencies close to resonance 
and examine properties of the system across the resonance. Note that the damping 
decrement, w%, is kept constant; its value in this test case is w% = 0.1, except in ideal 
calculations when lOi = P — 0.
Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 express the numerical solutions for u graphically and a
number of interesting features can be seen.
Figure 3.1 shows the off-resonance response of the undamped harmonic oscillator. 
It shows that there is beating between the resonant frequency and the driving 
frequency w^ .
Figure 3.2 is the undamped resonant solution. Since there is no damping, u shows 
secular growth proportional to time, t, as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.
The next two figures. Figures 3.3, and 3.4, show the numerical solution with a finite 
damping term P =  0.1.
Figure 3.3 shows the off-resonant solution with finite damping. The tu,, term of the
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Figure 3.1: A plot of the variation of u in time, on a field line of natural frequency 
Wo =  1.2, where w% = 0.0, Wj = 1.0, and D — 1.0
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Figure 3.2: A plot of the variation of u in time, on a field line of natural frequency 
Wo = 1.0, where w^  = 0.0, w^  =  1.0, and D =  1.0
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Figure 3.3: A plot of the variation of u in time, on a field line of natural frequency, 
cjQ =  1.2 where w* =  0.1, ujd = 10 and D = 1.0
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Figure 3.4: A plot of the variation of u in time, on a field line of natural frequency 
Wo = 1.0, where oji ~  0.1, =  1.0, and D =  1.0
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solution decays as t increases and the dominant frequency becomes for large t 
where t »  1/w .^
Figure 3.4 shows the response on the resonant field line where there is finite damping. 
As t >> l/uji the resonance amplitude becomes saturated. The damping in the 
system dissipates the energy at the same rate as that supplied by the driving term. 
Data like that in Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, was gathered for the complete range 
of values of ljq. Over all the field lines in the vicinity of the resonant frequency, the 
data can be expressed in a 3-dimensional plot, or a contour plot. These plots give 
us an idea of the structure across the resonance, and the amplitude of the driven 
resonance. In effect, equation (3.1) is solved.
The plot shown in Figure 3.7 is similar to the contour plot shown in Figure 9 of
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Figure 3.5: 3-dimensional surface plot of the velocity variation in time across the 
resonance. The natural frequency ranges from wq =  0 -> 2, with zero damping 
uji = 0.0, and ujd = 10, D = 1.0
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Figure 3.6; 3-dimensional surface plot of the velocity variation in time across the 
resonance. The natural frequency ranges from Wq = 0 —>• 2, with finite damping 
uji = 0.1, and Wj = 1.0, D = 1.0
- 2
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Figure 3.7: Velocity contour plot for natural frequencies Wo — 0 — 2, and finite 
damping =  0.1, where ojd =  1.0 and D =  1.0
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Wright and Allan (1996).
The natural frequency wo is plotted along the æ-axes in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. 
(Following Southwood’s (1974) model, we assume a simple linear profile in the equi- 
libruim.) However, this can be written as x / xq since
X X q - \ -  A u )  
ujr{x) =  o;,.(a;o) +  Ax
Ax =  (Wr(æ) -  Wr(æo))
æ =  To -t- A t =  tq +  (w,.(t) — Wr(To))
dtvA
dUA
- 1
dx
düJr^
dx )
dcJr
dx
XO
- 1
œo
- 1
T
To
_   ^ Wr(T) -  W,.(To) _ f
To \ d x  J
X Q
- 1
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
æo
3.2 N um erical Convergence
To check the routines converge to the correct results the analytical value of u at a 
given time t  is found and compared with the numerical value for different numbers 
of steps between points.
In our routine the final time was specified and the number of steps was also speci­
fied. It is obvious that the solution u becomes more accurate for a greater number 
of steps; however, this may require a significantly longer running time. Our aim is 
to show that the numerical result converges to the analytical result.
Take the test case where uq =  1.0, Wi =  0.1, = 1.0 and find both the numerical
and analytical results at the final time of if = 50.
The analytical value of u is calculated from Equation (2.75). In this case u{t =
50
50) =  -4.84624.
The numerical value of u{t ~  50) for a range of step numbers m  is calculated. The 
error e between the analytical value and the numerical value is calculated and plot­
ted in Figure 3.8. This shows that the error decreases as 1/m^ for 3.5 < ln(m) < 4.0. 
This is expected as the Runge-Kutta Scheme used in the numerical integration is 
4*^*' order:
more generally
In (e(m)) — In (e(n)) =  —4 [ ln(m) — ln(n)] (3.16)
In (e(m)) =  —41n(m) H- [ln(e(n)) -f 41n(n)] (3.17)
Equation (3.17) shows that a graph of In (e(m)) against ln(m) will have a gradient 
of —4.
We can see this is the case in Figure 3.8. Note that if m is too large, computational 
rounding accounts for the deviation from a slope of —4. While if m  is too small, 
we are not in the asymptotic limit where the error is dominated by the fourth order 
terms.
Figure 3.8 shows that there is agreement between the numerical line and a straight 
line of gradient —4. For an accuracy of 1%, the error is e(m) =  0.048, as the theoret­
ical value of w — -4.84624, in this case. Using Figure (3.8), we see this corresponds
to m =  55. Therefore 55 points are needed for 1% accuracy. In Figures (3.1) to (3.7) 
more than 1000 points were used for a very high accuracy (m > 1000). Hence the
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Figure 3.8: The convergence of the Runge-Kutta algorithm. The gradient of the 
graph is -4 for ln{m) = 3.5 —>■ 4.0
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IDL routines using the Runge-Kutta algorithm to calculate the numerical solution 
of the damped simple harmonic oscillator equation have been run for sufficiently 
many points over the time period.
3.3 Verification of Num erical Solution
In this section we check further details of our analysis and numerical solutions by 
considering additional analytical properties of a resonance. A number of further 
tests are described. The first of such is to ensure that the amplitude of the driven 
oscillation across the resonant layer agrees with the analytical result.
Numerical calculation: Once the oscillation has been driven for a sufficiently long 
time period {t »  the transient response for (free oscillations) will have de­
cayed leaving the driven oscillation, see Figure 3.3 for t > 40.
The amplitude of this oscillation at large t is calculated using IDL. An IDL routine
which calcnlates the maximum value of u for a certain time interval is used. It is 
necessary for this time interval to be large enough that the oscillation has settled 
down and its amplitude is approaching a constant value. This yields an amplitude of 
driven oscillation for each natural frequency wq. This driven amplitude at each Wo is 
plotted against ljq\ see Figure 3.9. Once again the æ-axis represents the coordinate 
across the resonance centered on rco.
To confirm that these numerical results for the amplitude across the resonance layer 
at a certain frequency are accurate we compare with the analytical result, Equa­
tion (2.75).
The amplitude across the resonance layer which is plotted in Figure 3.10 is
\U\ =  \Uy\ - j — " " ' ..I— (3.18)
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Figure 3.9: Variation in driven resonant amplitude where ^  = 0.1, Wj =  1.0 and
D = 1.0. N.B. Only in resonance at ^  = 1.
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since D — 1.0.
Equation (3.18) is the amplitude of the response to the driving function at a given 
natural frequency Wo(a:). In our numerical calculation, the driving frequency and 
the damping decrement ^  are known:
13 =  0.1 (3.19)
Lüd = 1 (3.20)
Therefore equation (3.18) for the amplitude |w| becomes
|«l =  ,  ^ (3.21)
\J{uq{x) — 1)^  +  0.4
Equation (3.18) can be plotted together with the numerical result shown in Fig­
ure 3.9.
The plot shown in Figure 3.10 illustrates good agreement betweeen analytical and 
numerical calculations of the amplitude of u across the resonance. Note that the 
numerical part of the result is the same as that shown in Figure 3.9.
3.4 Num erical Calculation o f Phase Change Across 
the R esonance
A well known property of driven harmonic oscillators is a phase change of tt across 
a resonant layer, Walker et al. (1992). This is a feature observed in the numerical 
solution to the damped harmonic oscillator, driven by a function d{t) = sin(t) shown 
in this section.
The Fast Fourier Transform, or FFT, in IDL is used to Fourier analyse the numer­
ical solution u to the driven damped harmonic oscillator equation (3.1). The FFT 
is composed of both a real and imaginary part. The Fast Fourier Transform can be 
used to extract information about the phase (f) of the solution u for each point across
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Figure 3.10: Amplitude across resonance: Analytic and numerical results, where 
P =  0.1, LOd — 1.0 and D ~  1.0. Note there are two curves drawn in this figure 
which are almost coincident. N.B. Only resonant at — =  1Xo
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the resonance Wo(æ). Once again, a comparison of both numerically and analytically 
derived results is sought.
The numerical routines in IDL calculate the FFT of u for each Wo(a;). This provides 
two important pieces of information, the first is the frequency of the solution and 
the second is the element of the array that the peaks in the FFT plot occur at. The 
second piece of information can be gathered by finding the ratio of real to imaginary 
parts of the FFT, to calculate the phase at each point wo(a^ ). The phase (j) can be 
calculated using Equation (2.66).
Alternatively, (p is found using Equation (24) from Wright and Allan,
F{X)  = ^  (3.23)
The real and imaginary parts of the function F{X)  are used to work out the ana­
lytical values of phase cf).
Re[i^(X)l =  (3.24)
lm[f(%)] =  (3.25)
Therefore the phase is
^ (S[f(Ü) • (3.26)
Figure 3.11 shows the analytical and numerical variation of (f> across the resonance, 
illustrating a phase change of tt.
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Figure 3.11: Phase change across the resonance, where P =  0.1, = 1.0 and
D =  1.0.
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3.5 Num erical Calculation of th e Full W idth  at 
H alf M axim um  of th e A m plitude Across the  
R esonance for a  Range of D am ping Values
In the preceeding analysis the imaginary part of the frequency or the damping
decrement, has been a constant value of ^  =  0.1. This is responsible for the amount 
of damping in the system. This parameter may be varied in order to obtain informa­
tion on how the system behaves with different damping rates. j3 can be changed to 
provide information on strongly damped oscillations and weakly damped oscillating 
systems. First of all, to quantify what is meant by a strongly or weakly damped 
system, the imaginary frequency is compared to the real frequency Wy.. We have
LOi «  U)r (3.27)
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or
— «  1 (3.28)CJj.
For example, where
d{t) =  sm{u)dt) =  sin(t) (3.29)
(jjr — 1 (3.30)
cjt = =  0.1 (3.31)
0.1 << 1 => weak damping (3.32)
In this case the damping term /? is only 10% of the real frequency cu,. and so it is 
not unreasonable to assume small damping.
The damping is varied from ,9 =  0-4- 0.5, from a freely oscillating system to a 
strongly damped system, and if the natural frequency wo(æ) ranges from 0 to 2, 
representing the field lines over which the oscillation is driven, then the amplitude
across the resonance (such as in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10) for each value of damp­
ing decrement has a slightly different shape depending on the value of the damping 
decrement = /?. This is no surprise as w is a function of see equation (3.18).
In Figures 3.9 and 3.10, it is of interest to calculate the full width at half the max­
imum value of the amplitude, as this is dependent on the value of damping A 
suitable IDL routine is developed to calculate the full width at half maximum for 
each damping value. The results are summarised in Figure 3.12. The crosses are 
the numerically derived values of full width at half maximum and the line represents 
the analytical result, derived below.
The analytically expected variation in the full width at half maximum is derived 
using the expression for u from Equation (3.18):
1u
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(3.33)
The maximum value of u occurs on the field line whose natural frequency Wq is equal 
to the driving frequency. If this point is a;,., we have
(3 .3 4 )
This can be verified by differentiation.
— 0 cuq ”  W g ( 3. 35)dujQ
With this information it is apparent that the maximum amplitude of u from Equa­
tion (3.33) is
To simplify the analytical calculation it is useful to make the assumption that the 
off-resonant frequencies ujr{x) at FWHM are near the resonant frequency ujr{xr)] in 
fact, what is being examined is just a thin layer around the resonance, which will 
be the case when w* <<  Wj.
To find the full width at half maximum Equations (3.33), and (3.36) are used.
|«|max (3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is a function of P and it is this function, 
equation (3.45), that is plotted over the numerical results in Figure (3.12). Note the
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Figure 3.12: Variation of the full width at half maximum of the resonant amplitude 
with damping decrement where Wj =  1.0, D =  1.0. The solid line is the analytical 
result from equation (3.45), the crosses are the numerically calculated results.
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results do not correspond once the damping gets sufficiently large as the approxi­
mation Ur Ud breaks down within the resonant layer. However, for small ^  we 
find excellent agreement.
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Chapter 4 
Convectively Unstable Fast Wave 
Driving Functions
The purpose of the previous chapter was twofold: to describe how the numerical 
routines were written, and to verify that the numerical results agree with the an­
alytically derived results of Chapter 2. This was achieved by selecting a simple 
driving function such as a sine wave, to simplify the analytical calculation as much 
as possible. As a result. Chapters 2 and 3 produced a reliable set of IDL routines 
which generate the solution to the damped simple harmonic oscillator driven by 
D sin LJdt. The effect of a more complicated driving function on the system is car­
ried out in this chapter.
Information about the response of the magnetospheric cavity to solar wind shear 
or pressure changes at the magnetopause boundary can be sought using these nu­
merical routines. Wright and Rickard (1995) examines the effect of two azimuthal 
driving conditions on the flanks of the magnetosphere, also Mathie and Mann (2000) 
provides some insight into the drivin mechanisms responsible for the pulsation phe­
nomena in the magnetospheric cavity.
It is thought that the velocity shear across the magnetopause may set up convec­
tively unstable Kelvin-Helmholtz waveguide modes along the dayside flanks of the
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magnetosphere; see Mills et al. (1999). Southwood and Hughes (1983) describes the 
effects of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on the magnetosphere. Also, refer to Mann 
et al. (1999). Such a convective instability can be represented by a steady wavetrain 
radiated by an oscillatory source, or by a propagating waveguide wavepacket grow­
ing and broadening; see Wright et al. (2002). These convectively unstable driving 
functions, shown in Wright et al. (2002), Figures 9a, 9b, 10a, and 10b, may be used 
to drive Alfvén waves on closed field lines, which we have shown can be thought of as 
simple harmonic oscillations. The reliable numerical integration routines, discussed 
in Chapter 3, are put into use once the functions from Figures 9a, 9b, 10a, and 10b 
of Wright et al. (2002) have been generated, with accuracy, using IDL.
Equations (10) and (11) from Wright et al. (2002) are
f (y,  oc exp ojimt - ^ { y -  (4.1)
0 = y  -  {^rm  + -^ Vg ) t  (4.2)
This function /(y ,i) in equation (4.1) represents a localized wavepacket launched 
from y =  0 at a time t = 0. The wavepacket varies in y, the azimuthal coordinate, 
and in time, t. It consists of a Gaussian envelope that propagates with speed Vg 
and has a growth rate of Inside this envelope is a wave with frequency Urm 
and wavenumber km- The parameters a and b in (4.1) are related to the second 
derivative of the dispersion relation.
Wright et al. (2002) quotes the values of the parameters km, Urm, ^g, a, and 
6. For the fundamental mode, km = 1.7, ( r^m — 5.77, Uim — 0.8778, Vg =  2.084, 
a =  1.8432 and b = 1.0766, and for the second harmonic km =  3.15, cj,.m = 12.64, 
= 0.6378, Vg = 2.553, a =  0.6569, and b = 0.2554. An IDL programme can 
be written to generate the driving functions in Figures 9a, 9b, 10a, and 10b. This
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Figure 4,1: Waveguide mode field for a fundamental wavepacket launched from y =  0 
at i =  0 when the wavepacket passes over y =  1.0. This is identical to Figure 9a of 
Wright et al. (2002).
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allows Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, to be plotted. These are identical to Figures 9a, 
9b, 10a, and 10b from Wright et al. (2002), respectively.
In each of the plots shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, there are two curves. 
There is a wave of frequency ojrm and wavenumber km enclosed inside a Gaussian 
envelope. The envelope propagates with speed Vg, and has a growth rate of It 
is the wave inside the Gaussian envelope which drives the Alfvén resonance, rather 
than the Gaussian envelope itself.
Figure 9a from Wright et al. (2002) shows an approximation to a convectively un­
stable wave mode disturbance (in the magnetospheric rest frame) on an L-shell of
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Figure 4.2: Waveguide mode field for a fundamental wavepacket launched from y — ^ 
at t =  0 when the wavepacket passes over y =  2.0. This is identical to Figure 9b of 
Wright et al. (2002).
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Figure 4.3: Waveguide mode field for the second harmonic wavepacket launched 
from 2/ = 0 at t =  0 when the wavepacket passes over y =  1.0. This is identical to 
Figure 10a of Wright et al. (2002).
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Figure 4.4: Waveguide mode field for the second harmonic wavepacket launched 
from y = 0 at t =  0 when the wavepacket passes over y =  2.0. This is identical to 
Figure 10b of Wright et al. (2002).
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11.0 (this corresponds to a latitude of about 72.45^). The azimuthal coordinate is 
y — 1.0. The normalizing factor used in the paper is 10% , so the dimensionless 
coordinate y =  1.0 corresponds to a distance of 10%  down the waveguide, aligned 
in the ^/-direction.
Figure 9b shows the same fundamental mode as in Figure 9a, although it is at a dif­
ferent azimuthal coordinate of y =  2.0, or at a distance of 20%  down the waveguide.
Figures 10a, and 10b show the second harmonic mode, which has a slightly higher 
frequency of oscillation than the fundamental mode. This second harmonic is plot­
ted on an L-shell that is slightly closer to the Earth, L =  9.3 (the end points of 
the field lines are located at a latitude of 70.86°). These L-shells were chosen be­
cause they are centred upon the positions where we would expect strong coupling 
to Alfvén waves (i.e. wo(æ) = Wrm)* There is one difference in the parameters used 
to plot Figures 10a, and 10b, the ?/-value. The y-values are y =  1.0, and y = 2.0 
respectively, as in plots 9a and 9b.
The four functions described, see Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 are not considerably |
different in form; the important difference is the number of significant wave periods.
In fact, from Wright et al. (2002) a rough estimate of the number of cycles n can 
be found from the equation i
, (4.3) :
Ztt '
where r(y) is the full width at half maximum of the envelope. For Figure 4.1, :
n =  0.9. Wright (1992b) and Mann et al. (1995) show that for higher values of 
72, (i.e. the resonance is driven for more cycles) the narrower is the width of the 
Alfvén resonance. This is an evident feature emerging from the numerical calcula­
tions which will be discussed later.
In all of these plots, regenerated from the Wright et al. (2002) paper, the amplitude 
of the wave has been normalised to unity. This ensures that a conclusive comparison
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can be made between the numerical results found for all the driving functions. Also, 
note that the normalisation of the amplitude of the driver is consistent with that 
used in Chapter 3, i.e. D =  1.0.
Another parameter under examination is the damping decrement In Chapter 
2 it was assumed that the damping decrement ^  = 0.1. This is one tenth of the 
value of the resonant frequency of oscillation, as Wy =  1.0. Any value for the ratio 
of damping to frequency ^  could have been used at this stage, as it was merely a 
test for the correlation between numerical and analytical results. But this time, to 
obtain meaningful conclusions about the behaviour of such a resonance occurring 
in reality, such as a resonance in the magnetospheric cavity, an appropriate value 
of the damping decrement /? is required. The question is, what value of damping 
would be expected at the boundaries of the dawnside magnetosphere, where these 
convectively unstable waveguide modes may drive an Alfvén resonance?
The damping term j3 is related to the ionospheric dissipation, governed by the iono­
spheric conductivity. From Wallis and Budzinski (1981) it is possible to find an 
empirical value of the height integrated Pedersen conductivity if the latitude and 
the magnetic local time (MLT) are known. For the fundamental harmonic in Fig­
ure 4.1, the “resonant” latitude is 72.45°. For magnetic local time on the dawnside 
between 5MLT and IIMLT. Table A6 in Wallis and Budzinski (1981) gives values of 
conductivity between 5S and 88. For the second harmonic, the appropriate latitude 
is 70.86°, and the same method is used to estimate that the Pedersen conductivity, 
in this case it lies between 58 and 98.
If a value of 78 is taken to be an approximation to the height integrated Pedersen 
conductivity for both resonances, the paper Allan and Knox (1979) describes how 
the ratio of damping to frequency ^  can be calculated once the Pedersen conduc­
tivity of the resonance is known. A value of 78 on an L-shell of 9.3, with frequency 
of 1.9mHz will have ratio =  0.11; for the other resonance with L-shell value 11.0
WQ '
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and frequency l.SmHz, the ratio is ^  =  0.091.
For the purposes of our calculations these values are close enough to be represented 
by a ratio of ^  =  0.1. This is the damping value used in the IDL routines and 
any further calculations for the harmonics in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 is 10% of 
the frequency of oscillation. Therefore, where the functions in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 
are used as the driving function, the damping should be 5.77 x 0.1 = 0.577, and for 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 the damping should be 12.64 x 0.1 =  1.264.
These new damping parameters are applied in the new IDL routine to calculate the 
solution to the simple harmonic oscillator driven by the convectively unstable dis­
turbances from Wright et al. (2002), which represent Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 
on the flanks of the dayside magnetosphere. The results are shown as surface plots 
and contour plots; see Figures 4.5 to 4.12,
The surface plots in Figures 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11 show a time period from t =  0 -> 
10. But the actual numerical routine was run for a final time o ft = 50, as in Chapter 
3. It was not necessary to include the time period  ^=  10 —> 50 as the velocities are 
approximately zero. Here the driven resonance has been damped out before t =  10 
so there is no significant information included in the section t =  10 —)■ 50.
We can see that even the driving function in Figure 4.1, which has the least number 
of wave cycles of the four drivers, is able to drive a broad resonance for a short time. 
Looking at the two contour plots shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.8, the resonance lasts 
until a time of approximately t =  5 in Figure 4.6, and t =  6 in Figure 4.8. The 
resonance in Figure 4.8 takes longer to decay as the driving function acts on the 
system for longer.
The surface and contour plots clearly show the fine structure across the resonance 
layer and show the features expected near a resonance. Comparing the contour plots
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Figure 4.5: Surface plot of the velocity variation in time across the resonance driven 
by the function shown in Figure 4.1. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is 
^  = 0.1 and D = 1.0. The wavepacket frequency is = 5.77.
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Figure 4.6: Velocity contour plot across the resonance driven by the function shown 
in Figure 4.1. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is ^  =  0.1 and D — 1.0. 
The wavepacket frequency is Urm =  5.77.
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Figure 4.7: Surface plot of the velocity variation in time across the resonance driven 
by the function shown in Figure 4.2. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is 
^  = 0.1 and D = 1.0. The wavepacket frequency is cjrm = 5.77.
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Figure 4.8; Velocity contour plot across the resonance driven by the function shown 
in Figure 4.2. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is ^  =  0.1 and D =  1.0. 
The wavepacket frequency is w,.m = 5.77.
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Figure 4.9: Surface plot of the velocity variation in time across the resonance driven 
by the function shown in Figure 4.3. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is 
-^ = 0.1 and D = 1.0. The wavepacket frequency is Urm = 12.64.wo
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Figure 4.10: Velocity contour plot across the resonance driven by the function shown 
in Figure 4.3. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is ^  =  0.1 and D = 1.0. 
The wavepacket frequency is ujrm — 12.64.
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Figure 4.11: Surface plot of the velocity variation in time across the resonance driven 
by the function shown in Figure 4.4. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is 
= 0.1 and D = 1.0. The wavepacket frequency is uJrm = 12.64.wo
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Figure 4.12: Velocity contour plot across the resonance driven by the function shown 
in Figure 4.4. The ratio of damping to natural frequency is ^  =  0.1 and D =  1.0. 
The wavepacket frequency is uJrm = 12.64.
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to Figure 9 of Wright and Allan (1996), they are very similar. Note the tt change 
of phase across the resonance can be seen in all the plots. (On moving from left to 
right in Figure 4.12 at constant time the solution changes sign.)
The resonance frequency of oscillation seen in the contour plots for the fundamental 
waveguide mode, Figures 4.6 and 4.8 agrees very well with the frequencies expected 
from Wright et al. (2002). However, not w^i, but a slightly shifted frequency is 
seen. This is because b is non-zero in equation (4.2). Consequently there is a slight 
frequency shift from The calculations in Wright et al. (2002) arrive at the 
shifted frequency of 6.7 for the fundamental waveguide mode. Inspection of the 
contour plots of Figures 4.6 and 4.8 shows that there is good agreement with the 
shifted frequency 6.7, once the resonance has been established.
The second harmonic waveguide provides a driving function which has a higher value 
of driving cycles, n. The resonance is driven for more cycles and becomes narrower 
in width. Since this has been driven for a greater time, the resonant features should 
be more easily picked out. The frequency at which the resonance occurs should more 
closely agree with the shifted frequency in Wright et al. (2002). For the second har­
monic cJrm = 12.64, the shifted frequency is 13.0. Looking at Figures 4.10 and 4.12, 
the frequency of the resonance peak lies at about 13.0, after a time of about t = 2, 
as expected.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Thesis Sum m ary
Pulsation phenomena, such as field line resonances occurring in the Earth’s magne­
tosphere, may be stimulated by a number of solar wind conditions. These may be 
discontinuities in the solar wind, random buffeting of the magnetopause, or growth 
of shear flow instabilities such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz mode on the magnetopause, 
or there may be over-reflections of waveguide modes at the unstable magnetopause.
As a result of these driving mechanisms, energy in the form of a magnetosonic fast 
wave mode is propagated around the magnetospheric cavity, a highly inhomogeneous 
plasma environment. The non-uniformity in the magnetosphere causes a substantial 
amount of this energy to be transmitted from the fast wave to another magneto- 
hydrodynamic wave mode, the Alfvén mode. The field line in the Earth’s magnetic 
dipole field which has a natural frequency equal to the eigenfrequency of the fast 
mode will begin to oscillate. A standing Alfvén wave is set up on the field lines near 
to this resonant field line and a significant increase in amplitude at the resonant 
field line, and the region around the resonant field line, will occur.
This field line resonance is modelled by a damped simple harmonic oscillator equa­
tion, in terms of the velocity or displacement. The damping term in the system
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occurs due to ionospheric resistivity in the form of a height-integrated Pedersen 
conductivity. The simple harmonic system of equations can be solved analytically 
or numerically for a sine wave driving function. This system can also be solved 
numerically for more complicated driving functions, which are likely to be found 
in real observations. This is done for convectively unstable driving functions for 
estimated values of damping decrement due to Pedersen conductivity found in the 
magnetosphere, in order to understand the behaviour of the system and to see if a 
resonance can be driven by each convectively unstable driving function.
Chapter 2 is an analytical study of the simple harmonic oscillator equation driven 
by a sine wave Dsm{uj(it). This was split into four sub-sections each dealing with a 
different set of conditions. Firstly, the system is considered in the absence of a driv­
ing function, then for a resonantly driven system, an off-resonantly driven system, 
and finally the driven damped simple harmonic oscillator equation. Since these four 
sections are building in complexity this means that each section, in the appropriate 
limit, agrees with the previous section. This means the results can be verified at 
each stage. The solution in terms of the velocity, it, is obtained for each case. These 
solutions are used in Chapter 3, which compares the analytical and numerical results.
In Chapter 3, we see that a sine wave driver will drive a field line resonance as the 
results shown in contour plot 3.7 are identical to Figure 9 from Wright and Allan 
(1996). Using this result along with other tests of the numerical to analytical results, 
such as the phase change across the resonance and the full width at half maximum, 
our numerical routines can be used to study more complicated driving functions.
Functions from Wright et al. (2002) which represent convectively unstable waveg­
uide modes on the flanks of the magnetosphere are used to drive the simple harmonic 
system, to gain an understanding into the behaviour of field line resonances driven by 
convective instabilities on the magnetopause. These driving functions from Wright 
et al. (2002) are only driven for a few cycles, as opposed to the continuous driv­
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ing function D sin(o;dt) used in Chapter 2. But it is interesting to see that a small 
amplitude field line resonance appears even for a driving function which drives the 
resonance for a short time, and is only a few cycles long.
Even for the fundamental waveguide mode at y =  1 (which drives for only 0.9 cy­
cles) features of a broad resonance can be seen. The narrowest resonance and the 
most clearly defined resonance, is driven by the second harmonic waveguide mode at 
y = 2, (driven for approximately 4 cycles) as this wavepacket driver has the highest 
number of driving cycles n of the convectively unstable drivers from Wright et al. 
(2002); therefore the resonance is driven for a longer time and will have more chance 
to develop strong resonance characteristics, including localization in L-shell.
5.2 The Effect o f the Local T im e o f th e Convec­
tively  U nstable M agnetopause Instability  on  
th e Field Line Resonance
The Kelvin-Helmholtz waveguide mode represented by the convectively unstable 
driving functions from Wright et al. (2002) occurs on the dawn flank of the magne­
tosphere, at a local time of 5MLT to IIMLT, and is capable of driving a field line 
resonance inside the magnetosphere. However, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is 
not an exclusive property of the dawn magnetospheric flank; it also occurs on the 
duskside, for local times of 13MLT to 19MLT. The same Kelvin-Helmholtz waveg­
uide mode instabilities will occur on the duskside under the same environmental 
conditons, i.e., high enough solar wind speed.
Like the dawnside magnetospheric conditions, the Pedersen conductivities in the 
Earth’s ionosphere between 13MLT and 19MLT can be approximated by Sp = 75. 
This means that the conditions on the duskside magnetosphere are almost identical
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to those on the dawn, the same Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs, with the same 
ratio of damping to resonant frequency ^  due to the same approximation of Peder­
sen conductivity. Therefore, if field line resonances can be driven by the convectively 
unstable functions from Wright et al. (2002) for the dawnside magnetosphere be­
tween 5MLT and IIMLT, then field line resonances can be driven on the duskside 
for local times between 13MLT and 19MLT.
5.3 R esonance W idth  D ependence on Local Tim e  
and N um ber of W ave Cycles n
The local time of the resonance plays an important part in determining the res­
onance width. It has been mentioned that narrower resonances result where the 
driving functions drive the resonance for a greater number of wave cycles. Higher 
harmonic waveguide modes have a larger value of n, the number of wave cycles, 
so for these higher harmonic waveguide modes a narrower field line resonance is 
driven. The local time influences the shape of the resonance due to the different 
magnetopause conditions which create the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The reso­
nance layer is quite broad for y =  1, for both the fundamental waveguide mode and 
the second harmonic waveguide mode driven field line resonances. Further down the 
waveguide at y =  2 the resonances are narrower as the convectively unstable driving 
functions here have larger values of n.
5.4 Possible Future Work
The normalised amplitude across the field line resonance is found from the surface 
plots in Figures 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11. The amplitude \u{t)\ will depend upon the 
driving function d{t). The amplitude of the driving function was D — 1.0 through­
out the thesis.
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If the amplitude of an Alfvén resonance in the Earth’s magnetosphere is known, with 
\u{t)\ measured in ms“ ,^ then the relationship of |u(t)| to D can be used to estimate 
the corresponding amplitude of the fast mode. This will give an idea whether a 
resonance driven by the convectively unstable driving functions in Chapter 4 would 
occur in reality.
If the ratio of the resonance amplitude velocity \u{t)\ to the Alfvén speed in the 
magnetosphere, V, is known then the ratio of the amplitude of the perturbed mag­
netic field bz to the background field B  should be found to gain an understanding 
into whether or not this field line resonance can be generated in the Earth’s mag­
netosphere.
If the ratio ^  is small, say less than 10%, then a fast wave mode propagating in the 
magnetospheric cavity is able to drive a resonance in the magnetosphere. Contrarily, 
if the ratio ^  is large then the magnetic field required to drive the resonances in 
Chapter 4 of amplitude \u{t) \ is unphysically large; therefore, only small resonances 
can be driven by a realistic field bz-
To find the relationship between \u{t)\ and bz normalised dimensionless quantities 
should be used. The relationship between and ^  may be found using equations 
(9) to (13) from Wright (1992a). Equation (13) gives an expression for the driving 
function d{t) in terms of perturbed fields bz and by. The governing MHD equations 
expressed in Chapter 1, equations (1.39) to (1.5), may be used to relate b to u.
This should provide an idea of the relationship of the perturbed magnetic field which 
drives the resonance bz to the background field B. In turn, this would provide insight 
into the magnitude of the magnetic field required on the flanks of the magnetosphere 
to cause a fast wave mode of sufficient amplitude to drive a resonance like those in 
the surface plots of Chapter 4. To do this calculation realistically would require
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the use of a dipole geometry (e.g. Wright (1992a,b)), rather than the box model 
employed here. This is left for future investigations.
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